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Christmas—A Triumph Day
Elizabeth Lipford '42
Christmas is one of the triumph days
for Christians. The birth of Christ should
he properly and happily celebrated.
There i- place in its celebration for sing¬
ing. for “Hallelujahs" and “Aniens,”
“Unto you is born this day—a Saviour,
which is Christ the Lord" ( Luke 2:11).
Let the redeemed sing with heart and
voice.
Born! Oh. the wonder of it! Christ is
horn, and with Him hope is horn. Paul
calls Him, “Lord Jesus Christ, which is
our Hope’- (I Tim. 1:1). It was a hope¬
less world to which He came. Men had
been repeatedly disappointed in its civil¬
izations. The two most promising- the
Grecian, philosophical and idealistic, and
the Roman, practical and powerful had
collapsed. No hope for men anywhere
and then lie came!
(Continued on Page 3 I
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EDITORIAL
One of the supremely great gifts from
God to man is the gift of song. One may
get a great deal of satisfaction from whis¬
tling or humming a simple melody, and
somehow the day seems a little brighter
when one can wake up with a tune flit¬
ting in and about among one's thoughts.
Even the animals in the barnyard have
a sort of pleasing monody when the sun
is shining and they are well fed. And in
those beautiful days in early spring when
all of nature is one grand symphonic
poem, the birds almost burst their throats
trying to express the joy they feel. This
means of expression is not denied to man,
who has the further advantage in that
he has words at his command to make his
songs express an infinite variety of feel¬
ings and attitudes.
People have always liked to sing. In
that period about which history can only
speculate, it is generally agreed that men
had some rudimentary kind of vocal mu¬
sic. and there is one theory that language
itself grew out of funeral dirges, wrar
chants, and other emotional songs with
regular rhythm and vocal inflections. The
history of singing can be traced right up
through the ages through the music of
the Medieval Catholic and Protestant
Churches, and the secular songs of Eng¬
land and the continent, to the Negro spir¬
ituals and songs of the present day. In
these songs the music represented an
idea, the words made the idea concrete
and heightened the music’s effect.
It is perhaps significant that many
songs, both old and new. are concerned
with worship and the seasons of the year,
often with these two elements combined
in songs about the New Year, Easter,
Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Of this
group the songs of Christmas are by far
the most numerous. They are found in
every language and in every century
since the importance of the birth of
Christ has been realized. They run the
gamut of religious and joyful emotions
and represent every aspect of the Christ¬
mas season. A sort of playfulness is to
be found in the French carols; a sincere
feeling upon an orderly foundation is in
the German, a rollicking gaiety in the
Czech, and a deeply religious simplicity
in the Negro spirituals. These songs,
practically all of them folk songs or
based on folk tunes, were composed be¬
cause the people wanted to put into mu¬
sic the things that they felt about the
Christmas season.
The Christmas Carol Concert will have
a meaning this year not only to those
who lift their voices to sing, but also to
those who pause in the rush of their com¬
plicated affairs to find that people
throughout the earth, in spite of their
many differences, are still moved by the
simple story of Christmas.
The First Christmas Service
The Prophecy
"—Yet out of thee shall He come forth
unto me. that is to be ruler—” Micah
6:12.
The Audience—the shepherds
“And there were in the same country
shepherds abiding in the field, keeping
watch over their flocks by night.” Luke
2:8.
The Message
“Fear not: for, behold. I bring you
good tidings of great joy. which shall
be to all people.
For unto you is born this day in the
city of David a Saviour, which is Christ
the Lord.
And this shall be a sign unto you; Ve
shall find the babe wrapped in swad¬
dling clothes, lying in a manger.” Luke
2:10-12.
The. Choir
“And suddenly there was with the an¬
gel a multitude of the heavenly host
praising God and saying,
‘Glory to God in the highest and on
earth peace, good will toward men’.”
Luke 2:13-14.
The Results
1. They went in haste to see the Saviour.
“And they came with haste, and found
Mary and Joseph, and the babe lying in
a manger.” Luke 2:10.
2. They made known abroad the mes¬
sage.
“And when they had seen it. they made
known abroad the saying which was told
them concerning this child.” Luke 2:17.
3. They went back to duty glorifying
and praising God.
“And the shepherds returned, glorify¬
ing and praising God for all things that
they had seen, as it was told unto them.”
Luke 2:20.
Conclusion
Those who really hear the gospel can¬
not be silent.
Blessedness Multiplies
In a student assembly on Thursday.
November 28. Dr. and Mrs. Malekebu
again renewed our interest in the work
being carried on in Nyasaland and con¬
firmed our respect and admiration for
the great work that they have done. Dr.
Malekebu explained stereoscopic lantern
slides which were made by them in Af¬
rica. portraying the social and economic
life of the people, projects which they
had started, and those which needed per¬
petuating. intermingled with scenes which
proved that they had not failed to carry
the message of love to all with whom they
came in contact.
At this meeting Mrs. Malekebu was
presented the gift of twenty dollars which
was Spelman’s Thanksgiving gift.
To the hundreds of persons who knew
Miss Clara Howard, her fine personal
contribution to Spelman as a student, as
a teacher in Georgia, missionary in Afri¬
ca and foster mother to Mrs. Malekebu.
the work of Dr. and Mrs. Malekebu is
a multiplication of the blessings Miss
Howard shed wherever she went.
Thanksgiving Rally
The Thanksgiving Drive was conclud¬
ed on November 23. 1939. at the annual
Thanksgiving service. It was indeed grat¬
ifying to witness the liberality exhibited
in the contributions made by the fol¬
lowing groups: the classes: freshmen.
$20.00: sophomores, $24.80; juniors.
$22.08: and seniors, $30.75; the faculty
and staff. $260.25; alumnae and friends.
$3.50; the D. R. C. and Sunday School.
$2.00 each; the Athletic Council and
Y.W.C.A.. $5.00 each, and Mr. Davis’s
department $7.25.
It was decided at this assembly that
the gift of $384.98 would be divided ac¬
cording to stipulated amounts between
the African Missionaries and the Com¬
munity Chest of Atlanta and the Chinese
Student Fund. The remaining amount is
to be kept in a reserve fund for future
use.
M iss Ethel Wagg is meeting with suc¬
cess in her attempt to acquaint groups
with the work of Spelman as evidenced
by an $80.00 scholarship fund.
No More Peace by Ernst Toller will
be presented by the University Players
on January 12 and 13. It is a satire on




The prayer meeting led by the Soph¬
omores on November 30 directed campus
interest toward the coming Christmas
season. Marilyn Green played a medley
(Continued to Page 4)
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At Christmas Time
Each year the Sunday School under¬
takes a project for the purpose of spread¬
ing peace and goodwill to those around
them. Probably all have seen the de-
structive processes taking place in the
area east of Spelman Campus. This is
the site for the John Hope Homes, a low-
cost housing project. The people, who
were forced to leave their already in¬
sufficient residences are now living un¬
der more crowded and more unsanitary
conditions. These people are only tem¬
porarily placed and are expected to re¬
turn to the better houses after they are
completed.
On Sunday, November 26th. after
Glenna Stewart, '40, had read a Christ¬
mas story. “Why the Chimes Rang,” Mrs.
Brazeal proposed that the Sunday School
join in the effort to help relieve this suf¬
fering. The Sunday School is appealing
to the faculty, staff, and students to give
any clothing that they can no longer use
and that may he used by these people.
Christmas, A Triumph Day
(Continued from Page 1)
Is it too much to say that grace was
horn with Him? There had been expres¬
sions of God’s grace before Christ came.
The sovereign God has continually dealt
with man according to grace, or the
world would have been depopulated long
before this. But John says, “Grace and
truth came by Jesus Christ” (John 1:17).
So He is the One who expresses God’s
grace and provides the means whereby a
holy God can maintain His character and
yet receive unholy men. By His grace,
He counts them holy.
Another word, which in a sense had its
birth at Christmas, was “life.” When
Christ came, He claimed to be life, and
then He became the bestower of life on
all who would believe. “I am the life”;
“I am come that ye might have life”;
“He that helieveth on the Son hath ever¬
lasting life."
The message brought to our earth up¬
on the birth of the Babe of Bethlehem
was that of peace. “Fear not." the angel
said. The shepherds left their sleeping
herds and knelt to hear those wondrous
words sung by the angel host when all
the world was seeking light. Then a
splendid -tar appeared to give more light
to those who feared, for faithful shep¬
herds were afraid, and even wise men
were dismayed. They knelt down and
listened to hear the rest of that great
song. When they heard about their King,
the wi-e men started to bring their treas¬
ures to the Babe whose birth had brought
the (rift of Gift- to earth, to make the
whole world - joy increase in heavenly
Tuberculosis
Today, the civilized world has called
forth its most barbaric desires and given
the underworld the necessary motivation
to take its worst form. With nation
against nation and man against man. the
desire to kill has culminated in a most
deadly, disastrous wrar. At the same time
another war is being waged. Nation with





world has summoned one of its most
noble desires and given it the aid of
science with which to render a great, ser
vice to mankind. The desire to help one
another has manifested itself in a worth¬
while war against one of the arch en¬
emies of humanity, tuberculosis. This is
a war that does not end life but pre¬
serves it.
Thirty-three years ago, a campaign
was organized through which funds could
be obtained with which to finance the
fight against tuberculosis. Each year
since, during the Thanksgiving and
Christmas seasons, the National Tuber¬
culosis Association has sold Christmas
seals. Deep significance is attached to its
double-barred cross, which is known as
the Lorraine Cross. It was the emblem of
the First Crusade. Today, it is the em¬
blem of another crusade equally as im¬
portant in its mission. The 1939 seal was
designed by Rockwell Kent, an outstand¬
ing American artist. In harmony with
this year’s theme, “Protect your home
from tuberculosis,” an angel with out¬
stretched arm is pictured on the seal,
symbolizing the idea of protection.
This protection is certainly needed.
There are more than 500.000 persons
with active tuberculosis in the United
States. Over half of the victims of this
disease are from 15 to 45 years old.
Death rate is higher among Negroes
(Continued to Page 8)
peace, by losing fear. “His name shall
be called the Prince of peace.”
Christmas is truly a triumph day. May
our hearts sing the praises of the one
who. in coming, brought with Him as His




Marie forced back a tear as she stood
there at the store window looking at the
life-sized scene of the Nativity. A mere
child of eight summers, she pushed her
way through the crowd of Christmas
shoppers down Lane Street, the busiest
street in the village, and back to the
quiet street where she got her pencil
supply every afternoon after school.
Marie followed her usual course to¬
day, across Lane Street and down Ran¬
dolph Avenue to Trinity Church. Dean
Page of the chapel bought two pencils
and then told her today’s story, “The
Birth of Jesus.” Marie went into the
chapel where she heard the clear, smooth
tones of the organ pealing forth Christ¬
mas carols, and where she knelt before
the altar and prayed.
On Christmas Eve, Marie went into
the chapel earlier to hear more music
and a longer story. The chapel seemed
very, very different to Marie. Dean Page
caressed the child and told her the story
of the Wise Men and their gifts. He
pressed something round and shiny into
her hand. Marie went down the aisle,
laid the dollar that Dean Page had given
her before the altar for the Christ Child,
and prayed.
Today, the Virgin seemed to bring the
child to her from the Niche. When she
had stopped her prayer, wiped her teary
eyes and looked, the Virgin was in her
Niche. As soon as she closed her eyes,
she saw the beautiful face of the Virgin
right before her.
The Dean who had followed her into
the chapel sensed her bewilderment.
When she turned to go away, he stopped
her. Together, they walked back to the
store where they paused for a moment
to look at the scene of the Nativity. This
time, however, Marie was going into the
store. When he asked her what she want¬
ed, she chose a sweater each for little
sister and little brother, a scarf for moth¬
er, and a nice tie for father. Dean Page
gave her a crisp five-dollar bill for her¬
self because she had not asked for any¬
thing for herself and he wanted to give
her a gift to enjoy.
Miss McKee Leads Prayer
Meeting
Spelman hoarding students spent a
valuable and thoroughly enjoyable half
hour at prayer meeting on December 7,
with Miss McKee to guide and stimulate
their thoughts. T he first two hymns and
the spiritual were about prayer, and
Miss McKee announced that as her sub¬
ject. Her talk, which was based on some
of her own experiences, provided food
for thought and digestion. Students al¬
ways look forward to her appearances in




“I have never fought with hope to
win" Cyrano based his beliefs on three
planes:
1. Self-respect — Loved integrity for
its own sake.
2. Respect for others — did not in¬
fringe on the rights of others;
wrechedness we cause can not be
be atoned.
3. Victory—not immediate, but ulti¬
mate—I)r. Loos.
"‘Think as much as you act, and act as
much as you think,
For effort brings little reward unless
guided by intelligence;
But intelligence stagnates unless ex¬
pressed in activity”— a Chinese
proverb.
France has a reverence for her moth¬
er tongue. Each student attempts to gain
perfection. Not everyone goes to the in¬
stitutions for higher learning; those
whose mental capacity do not reveal ex¬
ceptional ability are trained for a voca¬
tion. French students do not engage in
extra-curricular or social activities; edu¬
cation is a serious business to them—
Mrs. W. Geter Thomas.
“Privilege involves corresponding re¬
sponsibility.” “In abject poverty Mozart
created his greatest masterpieces. Un¬
familiar circumstances may spur to
greatness. Ambition is one of the great¬
est taskmasters. Ambition gives us new
zest. Seek mountains of mind.”—Dr. Loos.
“Education disciplines the mind. At
twenty-five one should have a fairly good
theory about life; at thirty he should
have a settled philosophy of life. If this
is not attained, no matter how much he
may know, he is something of an igno-
ramous. No matter how much a man may
insist that he does not believe in re¬
ligion. his faith in the inevitable makes
him naturally religious. Spiritual dynamo
develops an internal virtue which forces
itself out externally. Finally truth is
found and truth frees”—Mr. Kelsey.
“College life is parallel to the spiri¬
tual IT e are Climbing Jacob’s Ladder.
As soon as one pursues four years of col¬
lege training he is ascending; he’s on
the mount of transfiguration; this trans¬
figuration fits him for future experiences.
To everyone there must be a descent;
descent brings awakening; awakening
fosters a strong grip on reality”—Dr.
Channing Tobias.
File Parade of Progress
During the week end of November 17,
18. 19 occurred the exhibition of the Gen¬
eral Motors Parade of Progress, present¬
ed in cooperation with Atlanta Univer¬
sity. The efforts of this particular exhibi¬
tion were to bring knowledge of industry
to the people and to establish within the
individual citizen an increased confi¬
dence in the future progress of America.
In the circus “big top.” research engi¬
neers demonstrated the marvels of mod¬
ern science and gave a foretaste of pos¬
sible new industrial discoveries. Chrom¬
ium trimmed streamliners also served to
house the wonders of progress.
Contrast made of the kitchen of yester¬
day with its coal or wood stove, cast iron
sink and oil lamp, and of the modern
kitchen with its clean, bright, decorative,
and convenient appliances show the place
of modern progress as a benefactor.
Tooth brushes with bristles of syn¬
thetic coal, water, and air; sound trans¬
formed into a waving streak of light by
an oscillograph; articles of clothing
made of skimmed milk; and piped light
—all are symbolic of progress. The stro¬
boscope, a practical scientific instrument
used in industry to study ways of per¬
fecting high-speed mechanical devices,
and the induction furnace which al¬
though cold to touch, can fry an egg
or boil water in a teakettle placed on
its surface were other marvels of the
exhibition.
With its eyes on the future, industry is
striving through the medium of research
to improve its products and make those
products available to man.
Life is made more enjoyable and work
is made easier for America’s millions
because of the progress made.
Economics Teachers
Thirty home economics teachers met
at Spelman in the Home Economics build¬
ing on November 27, for an all day con¬
ference with Miss Elizabeth Mayes, State
Supervisor of Vocational Education, and
Miss Frances Champion, Assistant State
Supervisor.
The needs of the high schools were dis¬
cussed and teaching units were suggested
which would meet these needs. Commut¬
ers were appointed to summarize the con¬
ference discussions.
The home economics staff and seniors
Sophomore Prayer Meeting
(Continued from Page 2)
of Christmas carols as a prelude and
Mary Gale Brown opened the meeting
with thoughtful expressions of Christ¬
mas. Grace Sims read the story of the
birth of Christ as recorded by St. Luke.
After a prayer by Lenore Nance, “The
Origin of Christmas” was presented by
Mildred Pequette. Helen Stoddard sang
“I Gave the Lord Myself,” a poem set
to music by Ollie Franklin. “The Christ¬
mas Silence,” a poem read by Hazel Da¬
vis, ended the program and left the stu¬
dents feeling that Christmas has a sig¬
nificance for them all through the year.
The I). R. C. in Action
Mary E. Thomas, '43
The Freshmen had heard about the
1). R. C., but they did not know what it
was; so the constitution was read to them
and they were given time to decide
whether they would become members.
After considering it, all signed up for
membership.
October 1. the organization began its
work, with the following officers elected:
Bessie J. Sampson. President; June V.
Strong, Vice-President; Edith A. Mask,
Secretary; Esther Walker. Assistant-Sec¬
retary; Dorothy Williams. Treasurer;
Leontine Lawrence, Pianist; Elizabeth
Kendrick, Assistant Pianist; Ida Russell,
Chairman of Program Committee; June
Fountain, Chairman of Social Committee;
Katheryn McKinney, Critic; Mary Emma
Thomas, Reporter.
The first social was a Get-Acquainted
Party at which they played games. In
the game of “Find Your Name,” each
person’s name was called in a disguised
form and upon recognizing her name, the
person would meet her partner, shake
her hand, and perform a comical stunt.
The guests at this event were: President
Read, Dean Lyons, Mrs. Jeffries, and
Miss Ruttkay. Refreshments were ice
cream, cookies, peanuts, and mints. Each
person expressed her enjoyment and all
went away in a jovial mood.
Mrs. Jeffries spoke in a later meeting
on “Bees.” She stressed how busy the
bees are, attending to their own business,
which is a nice way for people to be. Her
speech was fully enjoyed. The members
extended to her a cordial invitation to
become a member, and voted her in im¬
mediately.
To the Thanksgiving drive the D. R. C.
contributed two dollars. They meet every
other Sunday at 7:15 P. M.
were invited to attend the conference.
Mrs. Ira De A. Reid, in charge of
teacher-training, expressed her appre¬
ciation for having this opportunity of
presenting to her student-teachers first
hand problems which they will meet in
the class room, home, and community as
discussed by these visitors.
Miss Mayes, the State Supervisor,
hopes to have another conference at Spel¬
man in the spring.
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The Negro and Our
Old Folk Songs
Mildred Ione Saefold
One busy sunshiny day, I caught the
plaintive notes of a banjo, and listening,
I knew it was no ordinary banjoist, so
swiftly and perfectly did he finger his
moon-faced instrument.
I went out to see, and there he stood
leaning against a post at the nearby
corner. He paid little attention to those
who gathered near him, for he sang from
the depths of his soul a music quaint,
solemn, sublime and at times humorous.
His face portrayed every emotion that his
music expressed as he chanted the songs
of “other days.’’ His repertoire was wide
and varied, including minstrel, camp¬
meeting, cotton field, and love songs.
Here are two of his songs that he later
gave to me:
I.
“Apples in de winter time,
Peaches in de fall,
Don’ marry de gal I want,
Don’ marry none a-tall.
“You roll me in de sunshine,
You roll me in de rain.
Don’ care where you roll me,
Gon’ ter fin' po Liza Jane.”
II.
“Travelin on de ocean
Sailin up so hi.
Hopes I may get drowned
Wid ma true love on ma min.’
“I ax you mudder fo you.
She said you wuz too young.
She wish’d she’d never seed you,
She wuz sorry you ebber wuz bo’n.
“Meet me baby, meet me,
Way up in de sky
My eyes might lose de motion.
If ever false yu be.”
This type of wandering singer-bard




Soccer has had her day.
Now let basketball have her sway.
Although the interest and clean sports¬
manship and the eagerness of the stu¬
dent- for play made the season a success¬
ful one, there is not time now to mourn
the cessation of soccer games, for we say
“Hello to basketball.
Will the seniors finish their four years
without defeat? They have plenty of com¬
petition. 1 lie sophomore class may de¬
feat them on the basketball court.
\ I ready classes are beginning to brush
up on their techniques. Days have been
too cold to go out to the soccer field,
but just cold enough to put that “vim
and vigor into one so that she makes
four shots out of five fall into the net.
There will be a time and a chance for
all to participate in these games. Watch




Please invade the campus this year
with loads of nice things for us. We’ve
been very good this year. We’ve had but
one party and have gone to only two
football games so that you can imagine
how good we have been.
Please bring the teachers more under¬
standing hearts so that on Fridays they
will not assign five-hundred-word themes
that are due on the following Monday,
especially if there are twenty students
in the class and only one book on re¬
serve. And. dear Santa, if I send you a
stamped self-addressed envelope will you
tell me why some of our instructors give
us exams when they know they aren’t
going to mark them?
As for us students, our wants are few,
but varied. Laura Hill wants a budget
so that she may sleep as many hours
as possible during the day. Charley Mae
Williamson would like a choo-choo train
so she can commute between Spelman
and Nashville. Ellenor Chaires wants a
pair of skates so that she can go to and
from the library more quickly. Franzetta
Williams would like to go to Pine Bluff.
Ark., but Dorothy Eberhardt says Adam
ta will do for her. if she continues to get
her chicken dinner every Sunday night.
Marion Douglas, Dorothea Irby, and
Malissa Kilgore want some cuddly baby
dolls cause they do miss the Nursery
School so much over the week-end. Ella
Tyree says to please bring her some large
food labels so that even the children
will know what the food is supposed to
be. Lynette Same would like a market
for her new book,Speeches for All Oc¬
casions—How to If rite and Deliver Them
in Ten Easy Lessons. Evelyn Ebbs
earnestly wants (and needs) an easy
handbook for singers. Mildred Turk
would like an afternoon off now and
then so that she could write a few letters
for the many disappointed mail-seekers.
Claretta Scott. Ruth Hutchins, Mary
Alice Normand, and Gwendolyn Henry
want the night library hours lengthened.
They have extra “studying” to do.
Really!
Marjorie Greene. Ollie Franklin. Grace
Sasportas. and Viola Lewis want a twen¬
ty-five hour day. The present one is much
too short for them to attend to their af¬
fair-. Oh. yes, Maude Gray says, please,
throughout the year, send her two letters
a week instead of one.
I could go on and on. but I think you




History tells of the great generals and
conquerors of the world, but little is said
in history books about great men who
had an incessant craving for intellec¬
tual work. A student is wrell advanced in
his college work before the stories and
work of men wrho had a great urge for
intellectual work become familiar to him.
The great philosophers, beginning with
Socrates and coming up to the present
time, were men who had a continuous
drive within themselves to seek in intel¬
lectual work a means of satisfying this
craving. An incessant craving for intel¬
lectual work means the domination of a
desire within an individual to seek fur¬
ther and deeper into the apparent facts
and the deep knowledge of life; not
crumbs nor mere slices, but possession
or mastery of whole realms of knowl¬
edge and art!
I’ve asked nothing for myself. Well, if
you bring all this, you’re a whiz of a
“Santa" anyway. So, toodle-oo.
The Table Turned
Minnie Wood ’40
I used to laugh
At Love. I told Love,
“Go away! I have no use for you.
I want bright lights, gay times,
Much laughter, career, friends;
I have not planned for you.”
But, now, my heart
Is dry of laughter. I’m tired.
Gay times have lost their zest.
Career, friends, bright lights, are dust.
I am alone.
I used to laugh at Love. Now,
Love laughs at me.
A Thought
Venus Collins, ’42
When I look at the rising sun
Shining to gladden the earth,
1 remember that my task then begun
1- to be of noble service and worth.
\\ hen 1 lose as a result of fair play
Ibis is the thought I usually say:
‘Success, happiness, love these three,
Each one of them depends on me.’
When you feel disappointed and blue.
Let this give encouragement to you
‘The effort i- quite worth while;
Face it bravely with a smile,’
b CAMPUS MIRROR
All lnt«*rvit*w >villi Miss
Eli/.alxtli \\ . McKee
In a faculty stunt given recently. Miss
McKee's introduction of herself included
these lines:
‘"I drill you until
5 ou speak through your throat.
And know what you wrote,
And can add without lingers.
1 hope something lingers
Of all that I quote!
Since that’s not enough for ‘my day'
I've a Sunday School class
And the N. Y. A.
Yea. yea. and nay, nay!
1 know that my speech
Should be that way.
But if it were,
Then I’d not be—
Miss McKee.”
This versatile person has been at Spel-
man since September, 1938, and since
her coining, she has won the admiration
and profound respect of everyone in the
college community.
Two Sundays ago. representatives of
the Campus Mirror spent two hours with
her in what they called an interview,
but it was in reality a delightful chat
that can be shared with Campus Mirror
readers.
M iss McKee’s experiences since grad¬
uating from Mount Holyoke College have
included teaching for a number of years,
and doing editorial and statistical work
for an organization that made medical
reports and distributed health leaflets.
She returned to teaching a year before
coming to Spelman. Without question
from her interviewers, she said the years
at Spelman have been her most pleasant
teaching experience.
M iss McKee is an educational philoso¬
pher as well as an excellent teacher. Her
definition of education as a guide for
teachers is: “Education is taking chil¬
dren from where they are to where they
ain’t”; for students she says, “Education
is what you have, after you have forgot¬
ten what you learned.” She gave another
quotation about education: “Intelligence
appears to be the thing that enables a
man to get along without education;
education appears to be the thing that
enables a man to get along without the
use of his intelligence.” Miss McKee said
that she aimed to show the advantages
of combining intelligence and education.
“Those who learn only enough to quote
rules,” she said, “give only lip service to
education. Understanding is what you
need to have left after you have forgot¬
ten what you learned.”
M iss McKee recalled an experience
with Italian children in a Settlement
House. In their homes they had a mon¬
otonous diet of stewed beans, macaroni
and tomatoes. These children accepted
without comment the various delicacies
which Settlement cooks prepared for
them to cat. hut gave a whoop of joy
one night when they were served stewed
beans because the cook had left sudden¬
ly. She gave this and other examples to
show that one likes what one is accus¬
tomed to and that pleasure in familiar
things is a controlling factor in the exer¬
cise of one's selecting capacity, whatever
the choices may be.
At this point, one of the interviewers
felt that she must ask Miss McKee how
she was able to phrase her thoughts so
beautifully that she could hold a student
audience spellbound and provide a store
of philosophies for them to ponder over
and cherish. She said, “You never have
trouble in expressing your thoughts when
you think hard enough.” Then she gave
illustrations to show that an experience
can move one so deeply that phrases,
even sentences, come perfectly formed,
almost without effort.
While in college, Miss McKee took a
major in mathematics, a minor in biol¬
ogy, and chose electives in English, lit¬
erature, and psychology. She is grateful
to the members of her college faculty
who advised her about her electives; for
while her major and minor have enabled
her to earn a living, the other courses
have greatly enriched her life.
Somewhere toward the close of the sec¬
ond hour, Miss McKee, fearing that she
had talked at random, asked, “What is a
formal interview supposed to include?”
One of the students answered, “The in¬
terviewer is supposed to leave an open¬
ing for the person interviewed to say
what she wishes in the way she wishes.”
She replied, “Well, the opening you left
for me must have been a barn door. '
The two students had intended that the
interview should be mostly open door,
but all too soon the barn door was shut,
and they went away wondering if inter¬
views are often as refreshing and uplift¬
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Madame (airie
Grack E. Sasportas, ’43
Eve Curie has given the world a great
book in this biography of her mother.
It is the story of a life so filled with a
single desire that nothing could stop the
tremendous drive of the spirit and mind
concerned. Poverty, oppression, loneli¬
ness, hunger, fatigue, all these were as
nothing to the young Marie and less than
the dust to the mature woman.
Madame Curie gave of herself at all
times, yet never did she waste her sub¬
stance. Through all the years of her
young womanhood, through the short,
bright years of her married life and
through the long, weary years after
Pierre’s death, Marie gave of herself, but
always she had strength to eliminate
from her life all things not essential to
the acquisition of knowledge.
Pierre Curie, Marie’s husband, must
have been a charming person. His letters
to Marie reveal many glimpses of a bril¬
liant, quixotic character. Some of his let¬
ters contain passages which remind me
of Thoreau. When he wrote of his holi¬
days in the woods, Pierre came to life
for me. This tall, quiet man with the
wonderfully original mind still had with¬
in himself the faculty for simple, childish
enjoyments. At the time of his marriage,
he seems to have brought to Marie all
of the qualities necessary to make a per¬
fect whole. After his tragic death, his
personality seems to have been perfectly
integrated into that of Marie. We see
Marie Curie the widow, lonely, yes, but
able to carry to a magnificent end the
simple experiments begun with Pierre.
Madame Curie is truly an immortal
Her example of industry, honesty, and
personal integrity is such that I am in¬
deed ashamed, ashamed of all the petty
complaints, the vacillation, and the small
prejudices of my own life. I am com¬
pletely humbled.
Book Mart
On December 8, the English Club spon¬
sored the annual Book Mart in the fire¬
side dining room. Books of all kinds were
on display. There was a large assortment
of children’s books, some of the latest
fiction and non-fiction, and miscellane¬
ous books ranging from the story of
Pinocchio to The American Cook Book.
One book that was quite popular was one
of jokes; another was Tobe, the story of a
little Negro boy. Many students bought
books for themselves and for Christmas
presents for friends. Some of the peo¬
ple attending the Book Mart were able
almost to complete the reading of a book,
while others browsed about among all of
them. The books were loaned through





Viola C. Lewis, '43
One finds throughout life that adjust¬
ments are always being made, and a good
place to begin them is in college, where
surroundings, dormitory life and classes
play a large part in that adjustment. The
first thing I saw of Spelman upon alight¬
ing from the cab was its natural beauty;
and the feeling surged within that I had
come at last to the South and was not
disappointed. The campus includes stal¬
wart oak, magnolia and pine trees—
with a few other types added,—well-kept
lawns with interwoven walks, and a foun¬
tain centrally located. Surrounding the
square-like campus are vehicular roads
and ba$k of these are buildings of dif¬
ferent shapes and sizes which are used
as dormitories and classrooms. The most
impressive building, as it should be, is
Sisters Chapel—whose sanctuary beauty
one feels immediately upon entering its
portals. There are large stained-glass
windows whose beautiful colors appear
to be inviting the sun’s rays in to wor¬
ship with the bowed beads found there,
and as a result, quietness and reverence
fall over the entire chapel. The north end
of the campus leads into the Atlanta
University grounds, and the library used
by both student groups.
However, in the dormitory I was to
find that my freedom would be limited,
and perhaps my greatest adjustment
would have to be made here. There are
rules and regulations that must be ad¬
hered to, regardless of individual differ¬
ences or habits. Every move must
be accounted for; time is budgeted by
the sounding of bells throughout the day,
and always a consciousness of others is
brought into play. The placing together
of many students, all of different cus¬
toms, personalities and ideas, necessi¬
tates a blanket ruling concerning ways
of doing things that might be thought to
be an insult to the student’s sense of re¬
sponsibility. For instance, no electrical
appliances—a ruling that encloses within
it the prohibition of enjoying the advan¬
tages a radio offers. This means of enter¬
tainment is missed very much, since it
affords such diversified enjoyment. But
almost replacing it is the entertainment
program of the college i. e., plays of
all types, concerts, movies, and lectures.
Added to this is the Laura Spelman Mn-
'ic Boom, where one may use leisure
time to give the soul the needed nourish¬
ment at the proper time. Further the joy
found in writing and receiving letters,
reading, and playing games fills the pos¬
sible gap between thoughts of work and
home.
As is found throughout life, there are
things we like and those we don’t.
Classes, teachers and extra-curricular ac¬
tivities were to play a big part in my
life at Spelman, and here, as everyone
finds sooner or later, 1 had to rise to the
situation. 1 found that the teachers who
understood their students best got good
results without much effort; complete un¬
derstanding of the gap between methods
of thinking aided greatly in this. One
extra-curricular activity I found to be a
source of enjoyment is Cbapel services,
which 1 shall never forget. Each speaker
leaves behind some thought that can be
adapted to later life as well as present,
thus adding to my swelling memories of
Sisters Chapel.
No matter how much one may want to
run away from unpleasant thoughts, they
usually catch up with one—and so it
was that mine came galloping up, as it
were, when 1 least wanted them—in bed.
Thoughts of my surroundings, dormitory
life, classes and teachers, all formed dur¬
ing my first few weeks a kaleidoscopic
picture of Spelman. Always shall be re¬
membered the period of adjustment as I
solved each problem lying in bed; de¬
ciding what approach I would make next
day, and each day finding something new
to conquer. When I thought of my for¬
mer home life in comparison with the life
of the college, I was certain my home
was the best. But who wouldn't! How¬
ever, the atmosphere found here, when
one thinks of the purpose for being
here, is alone in its result. At home I
could stay up as long as 1 desired; here
my rising and going to bed affects many
others besides myself, and so to bed on
schedule and vice-versa. I found also
that this sort of scheduled living is not
far off in comparison with the business
world. Can anyone picture wbat an office
operating for public business would be
like if each individual, for example, went
to lunch at his or her convenience? And
is not college to prepare us for later ad¬
justments in life? \ es, and so I de¬
cided—usually through sleep-clogged
brains, that to abide by rules and regu¬
lations. accept my teachers not for what
they were but for what I could see be¬
yond the surface, absorb all the knowl¬
edge offered me, and by these channels
find delight—is the best way of han¬
dling my life at Spelman College.
Guide to Recreational
Reading — Magazines
Leisure moments in the Reading Room
provide opportunity for recreational and
informational reading. As Christmas
nears, we are all faced with the problem
of selecting suitable and useful gifts for
friends. Though few of us have time to
read the daily newspaper reports of cur¬
rent national and international affairs, we
need not be uninformed.
For your gift suggestions, you might
spend a few moments in the Reading
Room scanning through McCalls, Parents
Magazine, Good Housekeeping. or H Om¬
an's Home Companion. And if milady's
fashions are to be up to date, she must
not miss those latest issues of Harper's
Bazaar and Vogue.
Now, if you are still faced with the
problem of time and wish to be wTell
informed on current articles of “lasting
interest,” try the Reader's Digest. This
magazine includes a wide scope of sum¬
maries taken from various other maga¬
zines. A special feature and one that
should help all of us is the last section
which is devoted to the digest of some
good book each month. Probably you
are more interested in foreign affairs and
have not the time to read widely. Two
important late additions to the Reading
Room are Foreign Policy Reports, pub¬
lished by the Foreign Policy Association
twice monthly, which gives to its readers
interesting authoritative reports on cur¬
rent international problems; and equally
as important is the Foreign Policy Bulle¬
tin, an interpretation of current interna¬
tional events by the Research Staff of the
Foreign Policy Association. Indispen¬
sable on both national and international
events is the Time magazine.
Religion attracts too few of the so-
called educated, because the general idea
is that the scorn of religion is a sign of
sophistication. Good views in this field
and views that may help us shape whole¬
some religious concepts may be found in
The V atchman Examiner, The Christian
Index, The Mission Herald, Moody
Monthly, and The Sunday School Teach¬
er.
Well, we can t miss those professional
magazines which include: for the home
economist, Journal of The American Die¬
tetic Association, Journal of Nutrition,
American Homes, Better Homes and Gar¬
dens, hood Industries, American Cook¬
ery, The Family, House and Home, House
and (jarden and Hygeia; for the scientific
minded, The Science Leaflet and Science
News Letter; for the artist, Magazine of
Art.
If you have creative ability, why not
submit some of your brain-children to
Opportunity, a journal of Negro life pub¬
lished by the National Urban League.
This magazine includes work of amateurs
and timely articles on problems pertinent
to the Negro. If you are thinking of
teaching as a profession, take a peek into
The National Educational Outlook for






K<|tial When* and When?
Alfred Tayi.or, ’41
Every individual has a personality hut
whether that personality is a pleasing
or deplorable one, depends solely upon
the method used in developing it. We
encounter all kinds of people. Some in¬
dividuals desire pleasing personalities,
hut never allow their efforts to venture
beyond the sheer desire. Others, desir¬
ing pleasing personalities go immediate¬
ly to work and literally speaking “take
inventory.” Having taken account of
“the stock on hand” and evaluated it,
this type of individual seeks means of
improving old stock and ways of acquir¬
ing new. But the job is not half over,
for the old and the new stock must be
weighted and carefully blended, so as to
become whole. With constant alertness
to, and awareness of, the goal set, this
individual practices and uses to the best
of his ability those factors which he has
found essential to the development of a
pleasing personality.
And the other individual, we soon dis¬
cover, has made no advancement from
the stage in which we first met him. The
reason is obvious, he has the desire but
not the will power to carry the desire
through the tiresome stages of work to
its finish. And then some of us still be¬
lieve “all men are created equal.”
Swallow Hook, Line, and
Sinker?
Beverly W ashington, ’41
There are too many students who are
satisfied merely with the acquisition of
knowledge—that knowledge which comes
directly from the works of the other peo¬
ple. We understand, however, that the
basis of our learning comes from our
study of the works of men who have
worked in past years. We must resort to
books to get some light on the times
before ours and of civilization as it has
progressed through the ages. Through
books we learn something of how great
men made their achievements, that is, of
the method they used. We read contem¬
porary books to see what other men
think about present-day problems. In
reading, it is necessary that we have a
critical attitude. The thoughts of other
men should not be swallowed “hook,
line, and sinker.” Their thoughts should
serve to stimulate our own ideas on the
subject. We should criticize and evaluate
their remarks, and develop some definite
attitude as to their worth. Reading from
one author is not sufficient. Only by
reading from several authors can we de¬
termine which ones are biased, preju¬
diced, or limited in source. This whole
idea of critical attitude calls for a driv¬




Jl has been said that one of the most
important factors in fighting self-pity is
work. When things go wrong, a person
may try to straighten out his prob¬
lems or he may go to someone else for
help. But there is something else that he
may do, and that is spend his time wor¬
rying over his problems and pitying him¬
self. There is no need for him to do this
last thing. It only makes him feel worse,
and his problems are still before him.
He would make more headway if he
would determine to forget himself and
wrestle with his problems. This involves
brain-work and leaves him hardly any
time to lament his troubles. If working
with his problems isn’t enough, then he
can actually do some manual work that
leaves him without time to think of him¬
self. If all this isn’t enough, there are
always other people around him who
need his sympathy and help. He can
find ways to help them, and his pity will
be transferred from himself to them.
Packard Hall Tea
History repeats itself. Right before
your eyes Packard Hall, one of the old¬
est buildings on the campus has become
one of the most modernly and beautifully
equipped buildings here. Last year wit¬
nessed the reformation of the outside
when the entrance was changed and the
front entrance made accessible from the
street. This year rooms formerly used
for storage and trunks have been made
almost unbelievably beautiful.
As the shades were being drawn on
Saturday afternoon, November 2, be¬
tween the hours of three and four-thirty,
students and faculty guests gathered to
drink tea in the new parlor. Soft lights
caressed the guests as they enjoyed the
new chairs scientifically constructed to
fit the banck. The “love seat” received
particular attention. British oak is pleas¬
ingly beautiful, but when combined with
exquisite tapestry and delicate carving
the result is one of amazing lovliness.
The tea table was tastefully arranged.
Yellow candles and a center bouquet of
chrysanthemums, roses and ferns com¬
pleted the decorations. The bouquet was
a gift of Miss Pearlie Reed. The tall vase
of white and yellow chrysanthemums,
beautiful in their silent dignity, were
from Mrs. Lyons.
The presence of such a room on the
campus, tastefully decorated and arrang¬
ed as it is, will be a lasting memory to
all who grow accustomed to Its effects
upon them which will stay with them
as doees the appreciation of real beauty.
Please patronize our advertisers.
All our advertisements are from stan¬
dard concerns.
On Sunday, December 3, the Y pre¬
sented Miss Celestine Smith, national
secretary of the World Student Christian
League and local secretary of the Y. W.
C. A., in an informal meeting. The girls
gathered in “cottons” and prepared for
a gay time. M iss Smith told them about
the type of activities carried on by the
Y. W. C. A. on other college campuses.
Some of the problems of the campus Y
seem to be universal, while others seem
to be individual. During the last half of
the hour, Miss Smith gave several sugges¬
tions as to ways of solving problems. One
of these was to hold a conference hour
with her and try to solve the individual
problems concerning Y activities.
The discussion grew so intense that
when the group disbanded at eight-thir¬
ty, the discussion went with them.
Miss Geter Marries
M iss William Bryan Geter became the
bride of Mr. W. D. Thomas at a simple
impressive ceremony at the home of the
bride’s parents in Jacksonville, Florida,
at 10 A. M. on November 26. Mrs. G. E.
Delorme acted as Matron of honor.
Juniors Take Charge of
Prayer Meeting
Mildred E. Cuthbert, ’41
On Thursday, November 23, the Jun¬
iors planned and conducted the prayer
service with Alpha Hines, president of
the class, as leader.
A well planned talk on “Friendship”
was given by Isolyn Comer, and prayer
offered by Bertha Wallace. Jean Martin
at that time sang “My Task,” and was
accompanied by Mildred Cuthbert, who
had charge of the music.
Tuberculosis
(Continued from Page 3)
than among white people. Tuberculosis
is of greater danger to young women
than young men between 15 and 30
years old. The highest tuberclosis death
rate is found among the lower income
groups. Although all tuberculosis does
not result in death, the great majority
of the afflicted persons suffer economic
and social maladjustments.
Therefore when you are approached
and asked to buy Christmas seals, do not
refuse. These seals bring “a message of
hope for those who are ill and a call to
service for those who are well.” Enlist




Mildred Ione Saffold, ’40
Brother, Come!
And let us go unto our God,
And when we stand before Him,
I shall say,
“Lord. I do not hate,
I am hated.
I scourge no one,
I am scourged.
I covet no lands.
My lands are coveted.
I mock no people.
My people are mocked.”
And, brother, what will you say?
—Selected.
Talmudic Tales
Rather he a tail among the lions, says
the Talmud, than a head among the
foxes.
To have patience is sometimes better
than to have much wealth.
One should not he a constant messen¬
ger of bad tidings.
Use not words to conceal thoughts.
Honor the sons of the poor, for it is
they who bring science into splendor.
Let not false pride prevent the ac¬
quiring of knowledge.
Defeat is not a bitter pill unless you
swallow it.
Faculty Stunt Ni<*ht
On November 18. a few well-chosen
members of the Atlanta University Fac¬
ulty cooperated with the Senior class in
giving a very spicy program.
Dr. Ira de A. Reid acted as master of
ceremonies and his ever ready wit kept
the appreciative audience in gales of
laughter.
A very cute little skit, written by Mr.
Owen Dodson and performed by the en¬
tire cast, was excellent.
The men’s chorus brought to light tal¬
ent that has been hidden lo these many
years—(and should be hidden “lo that
many more”) such as Messrs. Loos, Jen¬
kins. Bacote. and Pierce as “narrytones”
and Messrs. Woodruff and Reid as “tin-
ors”; the lyrics were written by Dr.
Mercer Cook, and the chorus directed
and accompanied by ‘Arturo’’ Harreld.
A duet and a trio deserve special men¬
tion. The duet by Miss Mildred Burch
and Mr. James Braxton and the trio by
Mr'. Maise. Miss Coston, and Mr. Har¬
reld both numbers received an encore.
Mi" Elizabeth McKee who yearly re¬
views the news gave a spicy resume of
the year’s happenings and were they
spicy but definitely.
Miss Florence Warwick and Mr. \1
bert Spurlock gave a rendition of a Mex¬
ican dance.
The program was a huge success and
A Night in Venice
On November 17, 1939, the English
Club and a few other interested students
took a trip to Venice with Miss Neptune
as their guide. For an hour, they trav¬
elled up the narrow streets of Venice,
sailed down the canals in canopied gon¬
dolas, gazed with admiration upon the
Palace of the Doge, and walked on tiptoe
through St. Mark’s Cathedral, built on
a sand foundation. The trip was in the
form of an illustrated talk, with P. M.
Davis at the projection machine. After
the lecture, Miss Neptune showed post¬
card slides of paintings that cover the
walls and ceilings of the palace and the
cathedrals in Venice. The pictures were
extremely beautiful with delicacy of de¬
tail and coloring. Miss Neptune’s experi¬
ences in Venice were so vividly recounted
that those who went with her on this
trip received an experience, too.
The Senior Party
In terms of this English speaking com¬
munity, the Senior Class really “comes
on,” not like “Lights Out” either, but
like “Gang Busters”!
On November 10. in Morehouse North
Reception room, the Seniors entertained
their guests with a party.
Since it was the night before More¬
house was to celebrate her homecoming
day, crowning at that time Lois Berlack
as Miss Maroon and White, the Senior
Class presented Miss Berlack a bouquet
of roses as a tribute to her for the honor
she brought them. The flowers were pre¬
sented by Gladys Forde, who was Miss
Maroon and White for last year.
The usual atmosphere of gaiety pre¬
vailed; both ladies and gentlemen were
handsomely “togged” and had a very
good time.
Coming
Miss Jean Coston, concert pianist and
instructor in piano for the first semester
at Spelman, will be presented in a re¬
cital on January 5, 1940.
The Home Economics Club will hold
its third annual Snow Carnival on De¬
cember 16. in the Activity Room in Laura
Spelman Hall.
was enjoyed by the audience and the par¬
ticipants.
The seniors entertained the participat¬
ing faculty in Morehouse North Recep¬
tion room after the program and served
coffee and cookies. It was a very infor¬
mal gathering and this courtesy should
be extended oftener a- il tends to bring
about a better understanding between
the faculty and students. This is anothet
feather in the cap of the senior class.
Out of the Nursery School
Diary
CHRISTMAS SAYINGS
Henry: (three years) “You know I
saw Santa Claus down town.”
Teacher (interested) “You did. what
did he say?”
Henry: “He say. you be good; and I
say. I already good.”
Teacher: "Have you seen the Santa
Claus, Sammy?”
Sammy: “Yes, I sawr Santa Claus.”
Teacher: “What did he have on?”
Sammy: “Aw. you know what the San¬
ta Claus wears.”
II. A Christmas Story
This is a five-year-old child’s version of
the birth of Christ, told the day after he
heard it at Sunday School.
“I know all about Christmas. You see
some one whispered to Joseph to take
his baby and go hide it. for the Roman
soldiers were going to kill all babies.
Joseph took the ax and put Mary and
the baby on the donkey and they rode
until they came to a stream of water, and
Joseph hid the baby in the bull rushes.
III. Santa Claus (2 years olds)
Thomas (looking in his book at a pic¬
ture of a tree with lights and toys on it
and Santa Claus standing beside it) :
“This is Santa Claus, he has put the
toys on the tree while the children were
asleep. He is going to leave in a few
minutes; then they can get up and see
the toys that he brought. I like Santa
Claus.”
Beatrice: “Well. I like him too.”
Jerry: “Santa Claus won’t leave you
nothing if you ain’t a nice girl.”
Muriel: “Am I a nice girl. Jerry?”
Jerry: “No you ain’t a nice girl.”
Jackie: “Santa Claus is going to bring
me a doll, doll bed. scooter, horn and
ball.”
Muriel: “He is going to bring me some
skates, too.
Don: “You can't skate. He is going to
bring me some skates.
Muriel: “I am going to sit up late so
1 can see what he brings me, and see
what he looks like.
Collected by
Grace Cocroft. Class of ’41.
Teacher — “What figure of speech
would I use to describe a male goose?”




On November 17 the biology club met
in Tapley 210 to continue working on a
project begun on October 13, the mount¬
ing of Dupont bird pictures.
While some members worked on these,
others began the selection of scientific
articles which they clipped from recently
published newspapers and magazines.
A brief discussion arose concerning
the adaptation of animals to their envi¬
ronment. This trend of thought was stim¬
ulated by pictures which portrayed va¬
ried adaptions to different surroundings.
An example of this is the Plover, a bird
which has a very long beak, lives near
tlie seashore, and gets its food with the
aid of its conveniently long beak by dig¬
ging it into the soft mud.
An addition to the possessions of the
biology club is a little Scotch terrier
which is the guardian of contributions
and monthly dues. Likewise, the biology
department received from Miss Elizabeth
McKee a drawing of Vireo Olivaceus




Dorothy M. Johnson, ’40
For the purpose of introducing to stu¬
dents of the affiliated Negro institutions
the fundamentals of journalism, and for
emphasizing the importance of including
courses in journalism in the curriculum,
the Alpha chapter of Delta Phi Delta. In¬
tercollegiate Journalistic Society, the
Maroon Tiger, student publication of
Morehouse College, and the Atlanta
Daily W orld are sponsoring a Journalism
Seminar which meets each Friday eve¬
ning from 7:30 to 8:30 in the Exhibi¬
tion Room of the Atlanta University Li¬
brary.
The Seminar will consist of a series
of lectures on journalism by a number
of leading journalists of Atlanta and the
state of Georgia. Two prominent jour¬
nalists have already discussed vital jour¬
nalistic subjects before the group.
On Friday, November 24, Chess Aber¬
nathy. editor of the nationally known
Marietta. Georgia, weekly, the Cobb
County Times, developed the subject,
“What Is Journalism?”
Pete Craig, widely known member of
the Atlanta Journal editorial staff and
ace feature writer of that paper, was
the seminar leader Friday. December 1.
Mr. Craig discussed “Gathering the
News,” a subject with which he has had
much experience.
Ralph McGill, executive editor of the
Atlanta Constitution, is scheduled to give
a lecture on “Problems Facing the Edi¬
tor" on December 15. Mr. McGill, other
newspaper men. and persons from the
school of journalism at Emory Univer¬
sity, Oglethorpe University, and other
such schools in and near Atlanta will
participate during the remaining units of
the Seminar.
Responsible for the promotion of the
Seminar is a coordinating committee
which is composed of Moss Hyles Ken-
drix, co-founder Delta Phi Delta, chair¬
man; Fred Funderburg, preesident Alpha
chapter, Delta Phi Delta; Leon Harris,
editor-in-chief of the Maroon Tiger; Cliff
Mackay. managing editor, The Atlanta
Daily ll or/d; Dr. William Stanley Braith-
waite, president National Advisory Coun¬
cil. Delta Phi Delta, and Welhorn W il¬
liams, member of Delta Phi Delta, Mor¬
ris Brown College. Mr. Mackay is direc¬
tor of the Seminar.
Fhe 1940 Decennial
Census
The taking of the sixteenth decennial
census of the United States will start
with censuses of Business and Manufac¬
turing and Mines and Quarries, begin¬
ning January 2. 1940. and will require
about six months for taking. Censuses of
Population, Agriculture, and Housing
will start April 1, 1940 and will be com¬
pleted in approximately one month. This
census will embrace, in addition to Con¬
tinental United States, Alaska. American
Samoa. Guam. Hawaii, Panama Canal
Zone, Puerto Rico. Military and Naval
Services abroad, and the Virgin Islands.
The 1940 Census is to include as new
material, the gathering of information
which would throw light on internal,
social and economic problems. The Pop¬
ulation Census will concern itself with
working status, hours worked, and the
amount of wages or salary for the past
twelve months. It will also concern it¬
self with migration. It will attempt to
measure the degree of education and find
out the highest school or college grade
completed. The housing schedule will
concern itself with type and age of struc¬
ture, the number of rooms, conveniences,
mortgage status and home finance, own¬
er’s estimation of value, and estimated
rental value. The Manufacturer’s Census
will put emphasis on plant equipment
seeking the amount of total expenditures
for new plant and new equipment. The
Business Census schedules have been re¬
vised to include cost value of inventories
at both the beginning and end of the
year and will include contractors and
builders engaged in the business of con¬
struction. The Farm Census will record
the great change in agriculture and will
show also the principle sources of in¬
come. Fur farms will he included for the
first time.
The working unit will he the Census
District, about 560 of them, correspon¬
ding generally to Congressional districts,
International Debate at
Morehouse
Morehouse College debate team met
an Oxford University Union team in
peaceful combat in Sale Hall Chapel on
November 25 at 8:00 P. M. The sub¬
ject for discussion was: “Resolved that
isolationism is both practicable and de¬
sirable,” with the Morehouse students,
Charles Anderson and William Carr tak¬
ing the affirmative side. E. G. Heath and
Peter Street, the British students, proved
interesting and able speakers, especially
in the panel discussion and open forum
which followed the debate. The formal
arguments of both teams lost much of
their effectiveness because they had not
agreed upon a definition of the funda¬
mental term in question, “isolationism.”
The panel discussion, led by Dr. Rush-
ton Coulhorn of the Atlanta University
History Department, centered about the
attempt to reconcile their definitions and
line up their points accordingly. The
open forum which followed was quite
interesting.
The Morehouse Glee Club furnished
the music for the occasion, and James
Horace presided. The debate was spon¬
sored by the Student Activities Commit¬
tee and the Chi Delta Sigma Debating
Society of Morehouse College.
with a District Supervisor in charge. To
train the Supervisor, a picked group of
100 men from all parts of the country
is now being given a special course in
Washington. Those who pass the exam¬
ination will he sent out as Area Man¬
agers to the 103 Census Areas, each to
direct the training of from 5 to 7 Dis¬
trict Supervisors and to act as Regional
Managers between them and the Census
Bureau in Washington. The districts have
been broken into 143.000 enumeration
districts over which there will he 121.000
enumerators to he selected locally in
1940. Civil Service status is not required,
hut local tests will he given to determine
the qualifications of applicants. Men and
women will he eligible for census work on
equal terms, hut war veterans or their
widows are given preference when equal¬
ly well qualified with others.
Negroes should take a special interest
in this census and cooperate with the
enumerator because, in addition to jobs
being made available to them, they will
have to stand for the next ten years on
their records as revealed by the ap¬
proaching census. These figures will be
an important factor in determining in¬
surance rates, the extension of govern¬
mental assistance on the basis of need,
and other economic considerations. They
should answer all questions frankly for
Acts of Congress make it unlawful for the
Bureau to disclose any facts, including
names or identity, from the census report.
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Other gifts of distinction at competitive prices!
Sheaffer and Parker Fountain Pen Sets, $1.95 and up—
Remington Typewriters, $10.50 and up—
Magazine Subscriptions, 25c and up
Come in to see us or phone and we will come to see you.
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY BOOK SHOP
No. 1 No. 2
Atlanta University Phone WAlnut 9019 Packard Hall
Administration Old*'. Spelman
CAMPUS MIRROR1 2
Well. my son, what did you learn in
Sunday School today?
W c learned all about a cross-eyed bear.
About a what?
Yes. sir. named Gladly. We learned a
song about him. all about “Gladly the
( JOSS I'd Bt“ar.”
“1 want some consecrated lye,” said
the customer to the druggist.
“You mean concentrated lye.”
"It does nutmeg any difference,” the
man retored, ‘that’s what I camphor.
How much does it sulphur?”
“Fifteen scents, right fellow, aren’t
you? I never cinnamon with so much
wit.”
“Well. I should myrrh-myrrh, and as
yet ammonia a beginner at it.”
Mu rdaugh Brothers
FUNERAL DIRECTORS





















“What kind of stuff is this?”
“It’s bean soup,” said the waiter with
dignity.
“I m not asking what it’s been; I’m
asking what it is now.”
“Is a chicken hig enough to eat when
it's 2 weeks old?”
“Of course not.”
‘Then how does it manage to live?”













Pose Early and Avoid the Rush!
Phone JA. 7035 239 Auburn Avenue
Teacher (after lesson on snow l: “As
we walk about on a cold winter day,
what do we see on every hand?”
Pupil: “Gloves.”
No. 1. “Do you think that the candi¬
date put enough fire in his speech?”
No. 2. “Oh yes, the trouble was he
didn't put enough of his speech in the
fire.”





Park and Lee Streets
Atlanta, Georgia
I ry SINCLAIR for Performance
RAymond 9320
John S. Allen Real Estate,
Incorporated






“Service” Is Our Motto
Half and Whole Sole Specialists
Prices are Correct and Work Satisfactorv
W. J. ADAMS, Proprietor
743 Fair Street Atlanta
'franklin Punting
(3olJ?ciaticn
Designers and Creators of
Distinctive Business Literature




MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
